This paper presents a method of designing and keeping three-dimensional yaround trajectory for a space robot (chaser) ying periodically around a troubled satellite (target) on a circular orbit around the earth. The trajectory is designed by considering orbital dynamics of the chaser represented by the Hill's equation. An optimal feedback control scheme for the thrust is proposed to maintain trajectory in the presence of disturbances. The extended Kalman lter is employed to estimate state and control variables which are not available for measurement. Simulation results that verify the trajectory keeping capability of the proposed thrust control are also presented.
Introduction
In order to provide services for an Earth-orbiting satellite, it is desirable to be able to use a fully autonomous servicing space robot that ies around it, observes it carefully, and performs distant operations. In practice, NASA developed a prototype remotely controlled free-ying television camera, AERCam Sprint (Autonomous Extravehicular Activity Robotic Camera Sprint), so as to inspect large scale structures such as the International Space Station and experimentally examined its performance in a Space Shuttle mission STS-87 (Space Transportation System-87) in 1997 [1] [2] . NASDA is planning to develop \Eyeball Satellite" ying around its mother satellite and sending inspected data to the Earth [3] .
Close circumnavigation is an important function indispensable for servicing space robot. Conventional yaround maneuvers including these two examples use circular, elliptical, or rectilinear trajectories relative to the target satellite. Future space service missions are driving the need for small, low cost satellites whose motion relative to the target satises the following conditions; The yaround period is variable (especially shorter than the Earth-orbiting period of the target). The distance from a target satellite does not vary much. The amount of fuel consumption is small. The trajectory can be maintained under disturbances by simple thruster control On the assumption that the on-board equipment on the chaser does not have sucient computing power and the chaser can not perform the yaround maneuver in cooperation with the target, the authors proposed two-dimensional (in-plane) yaround trajectories and an impulsive thrust control scheme to hold the trajectory under disturbances [4] .
However, 2-impulse yaround trajectory does not allow the yaround period full of variety, because the yaround period cannot be chosen independently of the trajectory shape. To o v ercome this limitation, we propose a three-dimensional (out-of-plane) yaround trajectory, named \4-impulse yaround", which s a tises the above four conditions. Moreover, we consider the situation that the thrust of the thrusters is unknown, supposing that the acceleration given to the chaser by the thrust deviates from the nominal value due to degradation of the thrusters caused by the prolonged use and a change of mass owing to a reduction in fuel. We propose a method of estimating the thrust, which is incorporated into the impulse thrust control scheme. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2, w e investigate the yaround orbit for a servicing space robot (chaser) ying around a troubled satellite using the linearized relative orbital dynamics known as Hill's equation. Three-dimensional yaroud trajectory satisfying the above conditions can be obtained using impulsive thrust, which is shown in Sec.3. A n optimal feedback control scheme for the thrust is given in Sec.4 to maintain this trajectory in the presence of disturbances. Sec.5 describes how to estimate state variables necessary for the feedback control using Extended Kalman Filter, assuming that the direction of the target is the only variables the chaser can observe. In Sec.6, assuming that the thrust of the thrusters is unknown, a method of estimating the thrust is proposed. Simulations in Sec.7 illustrate the performance of the proposed methods under practical conditions including the deviation of the thrust from its nominal value. Concluding remarks are made in Sec.8.
Relative Motion on Circular Orbit
Let us consider an orthogonal coordinate frame X; Y , and Z which moves together with the target on the circular orbit of the earth as shown in Fig. 1 . Its origin coincides with the target position, Y axis is directed to the center of the earth, Z axis is orthogonal to the orbital plane, and X axis is dened according to the right-hand rule. This coordinate frame is rotating on a circular orbit of the target with the orbital angular velocity ! around Z axis.
Because the relative distance between the chaser and the target can be assumed to be suciently small in comparison with a radius of the target's orbit, the linearized dierential equations of relative motion is obtained, which is called the Hill's equation. Introducing the normalized time = !tand its derivatives as 
Though this trajectory which crossing the orbital plane at an angle of 60 degrees does not need any fuel consumption, the yaround period f is xed as f = 2 , the orbital period of the target. We proposed \2-impulse yaround thrusting on Y axis" which is performed using impulsive thrusts of only twice for one yaround period as shown in Fig. 2 [4]. The yaround trajectory given by this method is restricted on a plane. Variations in the trajectory shape in terms of the ratio between the yaround period and the orbital period k = f =2 are shown in Fig. 3 . Since the trajectory shape depends on the yaround period, it is not suitable for the observation of the target. In order to overcome the limitation of the abovementioned 2-impulse yaround, we extend it to a three-dimensional version. Before presenting solutions, we explain \2-impulse yaround thrusting on X axis" as shown in Fig. 4 . Letting the yaround period be f ( f < 2), the trajectory is expressed as follows. The ratio between the distance to the target on X axis and on Y axis is expressed as follows. Three-dimensional trajectory is composed of the in-plane motion (X 0 Y plane) and the motion in the direction of Z axis. Above-mentioned \2-impulse yaround thrusting on X axis" is adopted as the inplane motion. We propose \4-impulse yaround" by combining \2-impulse yaround thrusting on X axis" and the above mentioned motion in the direction of Z axis as shown in Fig. 7 . Impulsive velocity changes are performed every quarter of the yaround period f =4.
\4-impulse yaround" has the following advantages. The distance between the target and the chaser can be kept almost constant independently of the yaround period. Moreover, the chaser can be easily thrown into the trajectory, because of the initial point being the same altitude (y = 0). The amount of the velocity change is required about 40% less than a circular yaround trajectory passing through the four thrust points. We propose an optimal feedback control scheme for the thrust to maintain the \4-impulse yaround" When controlling a yaround trajectory using a thruster system on the chaser, the controller needs to know the position and velocity relative to the target. If it is assumed that the sensor based on optical principle is used, the relative angle between the satellites is more easily acquirable than the relative distance. Therefore, in this section, the Kalman lter which observe two LOS (Line of Sight) angles as shown in Fig. 10 is introduced to estimate the whole state variables of the chaser. Considering that the lter observe discretely and outputs , the discrete system updated at an interval of T is described by where it is assumed that v is an white process noise with average 0 and covariance matrix Q and that w is a white observation noise with average of 0 and covariance matrix R. Since the output model (16) is nonlinear, the extended kalman lter must be used to estimate the state. Linearizing the output model around b [njn01], the following equation is described by [n] There is a problem that the system is not observable on X axis (y = z = 0 ) . H o w ever, since the moving chaser instantaneity passed the point, we try to apply the extended Kalman lter. In order to verify the eectiveness of the Kalman lter constituted above, the simulation is performed for the circular trajectory by free motion crossing the orbital plane at an angle of 60 degrees. The updating interval is T= != 0 :1[s](! = 1 :1210 03 [rad/s]). In order to clarify the performance of the lter, quite large initial estimation error is given(initial estimated velocity equal to zero). On the other hand, the system noise (standard deviation 2:5210 06 [m/s 2 ]) and the observation noise (standard deviation 0.1 [deg] ) in the simulation model are set to the same as lter model. As results, estimation error decreases initially but small steady deviation remains. We realize that the proposed extended kalman lter is eective in some range especially for yaround like motion. Although there exists a problem that small steady deviation remains, it can be estimated and solved in 6 Thrust Estimation
VIC controller
We adopt the VIC (Velocity Increment Cuto) as the simplest thrusting method to achieve impulsive velocity change. It is assumed that thrusters are mounted on the chaser in X, Y , a n d Z directions and controlled independently. Unlike the usual VIC, the thrusters were cut o based on not an accelerometer but the estimated velocity by EKF. The VIC control sequence is as follows.
The position and velocity of the chaser is estimated from the LOS angle by the EKF at interval T . Optimal velocity change is computed by LQR for every impulse interval e using the estimation from EKF. VIC is adopted for thruster control. Comparing the estimated velocity by EKF and the desired velocity computed by LQR at interval T , a constant thrust is maintained until the velocity reaches the desired value (Fig. 13) 
Change in the Thrust
In the proposed method, on the assumption that the thrust and the whole mass of the chaser containing the fuel are known, the state is estimated by EKF [4] . However, there is a possibility that the acceleration given to the chaser by the thrust deviates from the nominal value due to degradation of the thrusters caused by the prolonged use and a change of mass owing to a reduction in fuel. Although the acceleration given to the chaser is changed in the both of cases, in order to make a problem intelligible, it is assumed that the mass is constant and the thrust changes in this paper. In VIC control sequence, the estimated velocity by EKF is based on the nominal value of the thrust. Thus, if the actual thrust of the chaser diers from the nominal value, the estimated velocity by EKF becomes dierent from the real velocity at cutting o the thruster, then VIC controller cannot perform correctly as shown in Fig. 13 . In order to solve the above problem, it is necessary to estimate the thrust.
Thrusting Motion
The proposed yaround trajectory is a repetition of thrusting motion for short time and free motion for long time. We take up only one section in the repetition. For simplicity, the motion of the in-plane is considered, because the motion in the direction of Z axis is independent. Letting the position and velocity be state vector = [ x y _ x _ y] T , the state just before The thrusting time x and y can be measured. The estimated state by EKF is denoted by b . W e assume that the estimated state is equal to the real state at initial time, that is, b 0 = 0 in the section. However, if the actual thrust diers from the value in the model of EKF for the thrusting time, the state cannot be estimated successfully.
Thrust Estimation based on LOS Angles and Distance
During free motion, the state can be estimated successfully by EKF based on both LOS angles and distance. Thus, even if an error arises in the estimated state owing to the incorrect thrust value in the model of EKF during the velocity change, the error is corrected after free motion for long time as shown in Fig. 14 Solving the overdetermined linear equation(25) (three unknowns and four equations), the acceleration by the acceleration and the similarity ratio r can be estimated. Since the similarity ratio is estimated in Eq.(25), the problem that small steady deviation remains between the estimated trajectory and the real trajectory can be removed. Whenever the thrust is estimated, the estimated state by EKF based on LOS angles is also correctable with the similarity ratio r. The proposed impulse yaround and its control method is tested in simulation. Using this system, simulation is carried out under the condition that T=!=0.1[s], the radius of earth orbit of the target is 6900 [km], mass of the chaser is 500 [kg] , and the initial position of chaser is (x; y; z) = (100, 0, 0)[m]. Let us dene nominal thrusting force U x = U y = U z =20 [N] in the direction of X; Y, a n d Z axes respectively. Under the situation that actual thrusting force is 90% to the nominal and falls to 50% suddenly after 3500[s], simulation is carried out. Desired trajectory is shown in Fig. 7 . Result of the trajectory is shown in Fig. 16, Fig. 17, and Fig. 18 , and result of the similarity ratio and the estimated thrust is shown in Fig. 19 . The proposed system maintains the yaround trajectory well. 8 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose control method in consideration of a change in the thrust. When a change in the thrust, the problem to produce were veried because of the extended Kalman lter which observe only two LOS angles. As the concept of the similarity ratio was introduced, the problem was solved and the thrust of the chaser can be estimated. The eectiveness is tested by integrated simulation including EKF, LQR, and VIC. 
